Please see below a template that can be used for clubs
Net Booking Procedures and T’s & C’s
In booking your net session, you agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions.
Please read the following carefully, as failure to adhere to these may result in net booking
privileges being withdrawn.
 The following terms and conditions are compliant with the Cricket Scotland guidelines
which were announced on 19th June 2020. The club reserves the right to amend these at
any time in line with further CS guidance which may be released.
 Your attention is also drawn to the club specific terms and conditions at the end of this
document.
 In line with current Scottish Government guidance, if you are symptomatic, living in a
household with a possible COVID-19 infection or if you are classified as extremely
vulnerable on health grounds, you should remain at home and follow Government
guidance.
 You can use the nets with members of your own household or with members from up to
2 other households at any one time per day. A maximum of 8 people can participate in a
session.
 Social distancing of at least two metres must be maintained at all times (unless all
participants are members of the same household).
 Wash hands at home before and after using the outdoor facilities. Bring your own hand
sanitiser.
 Use own equipment. We will not be providing club equipment apart from stumps.
 No saliva or sweat should come into contact with the ball at any time.
 The Clubhouse must remain closed
 Members are using nets at their own risk.
 Try not to arrive too early, aim to arrive at the start of your slot to help with social
distancing.
 Bring your own playing/training equipment including balls.
 Bring your own filled drinking bottles.
 Avoid touching anything as much as possible whilst on club premises
 Do not overstay your allocated time slot, you should be clear of the area by the time the
next users arrive.
 Do not stay to socialise
 As always, the health and safety of participants is paramount - please ensure those
using the nets minimise the risk of injury (wear helmets, pads etc).
Please ensure social distancing at all times you are at the club.
1. Follow all COVID-19 guidelines established by the Scottish Government
here.
2. Follow all COVID-19 guidelines established by Cricket Scotland here.

